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COMEDIAN EARTHQUAKE
The beauty of 

Earthquake is 

while he is 

seasoned, there 

is still so much 

that has yet to be 

discovered’

Comedian Earthquake is arguably one of the greatest stand-up comics of our time. Certainly 

beloved with an audience and fan base into the hundreds of thousands, his professionalism as a 

stand-up is only met with the various ways we have yet to see him. Quake’s off the cuff banter 

is the stuff made of legends and his ticket value at any arena has maintained levels of 

superiority.

Comedian Earthquake is envious at best. There isn’t a venue he hasn’t played or a televised 

program he hasn’t been prominently placed. His DVD Collection which includes ‘These Ain’t

Jokes’, ‘From the Outhouse to the White House’, About Got Damm Time and his ‘HBO’s One Night 

Stand’ is proven to be some of the greatest comedic work on film. A circuit mainstay, ‘Quake’s’ 

comedic progression has paced him perfectly for a wonderful glimpse of what’s to come. 

Whatever, he does next, know that his audience will follow him to those unchartered territories.
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STREAMINGQUAKE
DVD COMEDY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS | FILM | TELEVISION

COMPLETE COLLECTION OF EARTHQUAKE 

PERFORMANCES



ON DEMAND

CURRENT INVENTORY 2017



NEW TELEVISION APPEARANCE ALERT

SITCOM SEASON

COMEDIAN 
EARTHQUAKE

MAKES HIS ROUNDS 
ON PRIME TIME 

TELEVISION FOR THE 
2019 SEASON



EARTHQUAKE
Joins the ranks at 



EARTHQUAKE
IN THE MEDIA

DAYTIME & NIGHTTIME TALK SHOW CIRCUIT



Voicing

Beats By Dre’s Pill Campaign sought out Comedian Earthquake for creative voice during the 

height of awards season for the uber popular MTV Video Music Awards. The idea was to allow 

the comedians non-scripted creative license while taping the animated production. What 

‘Quake’ would say about Miley Cyrus went instantly viral; an element of the marketing the 

company hoped would be impacted. #SOCIALMEDIA
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